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Figure 3. The “spoon-method” of pouring green-
dyed shampoo into a density rainbow. 

Figure 4. After pouring, the fluids settle, 
creating a rainbow.  

6. When you poured in the fluids, did they stay in the order you poured them? Or did 
some that you thought were denser move up a layer? Why did the fluids set in that 
order? Answer question 5 on your worksheet. 

7. The rainbow takes at least five minutes to settle out and have distinguishable layers 
(see Figure 7). 

Part 2: The Great Viscosity Race 
1. Our two racing fluids are chocolate syrup and ketchup. 
2. First, see which is denser. Pour about 1/3 cup (78 ml) of chocolate syrup into the 

clear 8 oz (.24 l) drinking glass. 
3. Pour ketchup into the glass, above the syrup. If you pour it in slowly, it should stay 

above the syrup, showing that the ketchup is less dense than the syrup. 
4. Answer questions 6-8 on your worksheet. 

Figure 5. Drops of chocolate syrup and ketchup 
placed on a white piece of paper lying on a table. 

5. Place a white piece of paper on the table, 
and at one end of the paper, place a small 
spoonful of ketchup next to a small spoonful 
of syrup. Make sure that they are not 
touching (see Figure 5). 

6. Based on your observations so far, which 
liquid do you think will flow faster down the 
sheet? Answer question 9 on your 
worksheet. 
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7. Tilt the piece of paper to a vertical orientation. Observe which fluid flows faster down 
the paper (see Figure 6). The winner is the less viscous fluid. 

8. Compare the ranking of viscosity to the ranking of density for the ketchup and 
chocolate syrup. Was the least dense also the least viscous? Answer questions 10-
12 on your worksheet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Tilting the paper to compare the 
flow of chocolate syrup to ketchup. 

Figure 7. The result: A rainbow created by 
fluids of different densities. 

Part 3 (optional): The Density Rainbow Revisited 
1. Return to your density rainbow container and observe how the fluids have separated 

(see Figures 1 and 7). 
2. Position a black background behind the density rainbow. 
3. Experiment with the clip light and camera position so that the light glows through the 

density rainbow while the rest of the image is dark. Adjust your camera to make the 
rainbow fill the composition. Use the camera to capture stunning pictures of the 
rainbow. 

 

Source of all images:  
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